Task scheduling in large-scale distributed High Performance Computing (HPC) systems environments remains challenging research and engineering problem. There is a need of development of novel advanced scheduling techniques in order to optimise the resource utilisation. In this work, we develop the Agent Supported Non-Deterministic Meta Scheduler for cloud environments. This scheduling model is a simple combination of intelligent agent-based monitoring model for cloud system and security-aware cloud scheduler. In our model, scheduling, monitoring and reporting are provided in nondeterministic time intervals. An empirical case study using a FastFlow task farm was presented. It has demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed solution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing became a key paradigm for massive data processing and large scale computing. Scalability, flexibility, virtualisation, and geographical distribution of resources and users in computational clouds are the main features of such systems. The efficient management of available resources, in form of task scheduling, is the key point in every cloud system. Optimal task scheduling of available resources becomes even more challenging when considering security constraints.
In computational clouds, pervasive virtualisation of distributed resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage, applications,. . .) supports the distributed access to the cloud services. The cloud service can be therefore defined by a set of personalised functionalities provided by virtualised resources [16] . Canonical cloud services class include the following components:
• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) which encompasses hardware, network, storage, and operating system, typically packaged as a Virtual Machine (VM) or instance;
• Platform as a Service (PaaS) which provides an integrated development environment with control over the deployed applications and environment configurations; and
• Software as a Service (SaaS) where final users employ software via application programming interfaces and browsers.
In order to expose cloud services as a utility [5] , cloud providers must deploy resource pooling, rapid elasticity, ondemand self-service, measured service, and broad network access. It is therefore crucial to efficiently administrate and provision computational resources to meet user needs.
Traditional cloud scheduling strategies usually focus on the Makespan reduction. Additional criteria such as energy consumption, security-awareness, load balancing, reliability, intercommunication time, heterogeneous elements (resources and/or tasks), proper completion time, and service level agreements significantly increase complexity of scheduling. Therefore, cloud scheduling can be defined as a family of NP-complete optimisation problems. Depending on the users needs, the complexity of the scheduling problem may be determined by the number of objectives to be optimized, the type of the environment, and/or the processing mode and tasks interrelations [14] .
Many concepts of the multi-criteria cloud schedulers are published in the literature. The List Scheduling [3] algorithm is an example of the simple greedy algorithm minimising the makespan: whenever a VM becomes available it process any unprocessed job. The Least-Cost-Last algorithm [11] allows to minimise given objective: after finding the job that has the latest due date, it recursively schedules all the remaining jobs to minimise a given objective. Randomized rounding and linear and dynamic programming algorithms are used to solve the multi-objective problem [4] . The most popular rounding algorithm is the Round Robin Algorithm [7] , and its modified versions: Weighted Round-Robin [9] , Fair Round-Robin [22] and Adaptive Round Robin [17] .
While soft methods based on evolutionary computing (e.g. genetic algorithms) have been documented [14] , Independent Batch Scheduling (IBS) offers a substantial improvement [15] . IBS groups tasks into batches which can be executed independently. The paper considers IBS problem in the context of increasing security and timing of system monitoring.
Cloud environments may also be overexploited by unauthorized individuals and organisations. Without the proper control one would be able to upload his own task. Then the cloud system will work on his benefit and the dishonest will not pay for computational time. To control the privileges users have different roles with distinct access to resources. Schedulers and service providers must also take into account the privileges, internal security policies, governance, and geographical regulations (different low regulation in different countries). A service provider gives users the access to resources using different authentication and authorisation roles and policies. They are enforced and monitored in equal interval. Such timing determinism may be exploited as a vulnerability to allow an attacker to use CPU time of the system in unauthorized way. The payment for CPU time will be at the expense of the end-user or system vendor. Putting unauthorized task between monitoring intervals will not be be detected. Such vulnerabilities have been revealed during this timing-based manipulation [23] . There is a necessity of introducing nondeterministic methods during scheduling the tasks.
In this work, we define the problem of scheduling, monitoring, and reporting of independent tasks execution, where submitted tasks are processed in a batch mode using nondeterministic time intervals. Such process of managing tasks (scheduling, monitoring and reporting) is supported by a simple cloud multi-agent system.
In many existing security-driven scheduling models, service providers have full knowledge about the security demands from cloud users and the trust levels for virtual machines. Differently to the above approaches, in our model, we define dynamic "reputation" indexes for VMs and security requirements for the execution of tasks [10] . The security aspect of scheduling in our model can be interpreted as the system security concept from the provider's perspective.
The paper is organised as follows. In section II, the model of Agent Supported Non-Deterministic Meta Scheduler is formally defined. The next two sections, III and IV, are dedicated to the implementation and evaluation of the proposed model respectively. The paper is summarized in Section V along with the directions of further research.
II. MODEL
We consider the IBS problem, where tasks are executed independently in batches. Additionally, we assume in our model that the times of the distribution of the workloads are stochastically estimated. Such scheduling problem instance can be defined by using A|B|C notation specified in [8] and [12] , where A defines the resource layer and architecture type, B defines the processing characteristics and the constraints, and C specifies the scheduling criteria. Formally, the considered scheduling problem can be defined as follows:
where the individual components mean:
• Rm -tasks are sent into parallel resources of various computing capabilities;
• b -the task processing mode is batch mode;
• indep -independency as the task interrelation;
• stat -static mode, when the given number and characteristics of VMs remains the same during scheduling process;
• hier -references that the scheduling objectives are optimised in hierarchical mode: a central meta-scheduler which interacts with local job schedulers in order to define the optimal schedules; and,
• objectives -denotes the set of considered scheduling objective functions.
Conventional scheduling objectives are:
• The Makespan measures the time when the latest task is done:
where C j is the time when task j is finalized, T asks are all tasks submitted to system and Schedules is the set of all possible schedules.
• The Flowtime measures minimum of the sum of times of all the tasks:
S∈Schedules j∈T asks
A. Assumptions
Our scheduling model is based on a simple centralized multi-agent system with one master agent and several working agents (workers). The master agent manages the nondeterministic of tasks scheduling and execution. Then gathers and analyses the information about the objectives for the whole system [see (2)- (3)]. After that makes decisions about the scheduling process. Working agents look after the incorporated workload, and gather and analyse objectives for the nodes that they are responsible of. They also negotiate the parameters for the scheduling policy with the master agent.
The following conditions are necessary for definition and implementation of our scheduler:
• a fully distributed environment with M nodes composed of a VM;
• each task is performed on single VM;
• all tasks are delivered to the system in batches;
• a variety of computing capabilities, access modes, and response times for all participating nodes;
• the performance of any given task on a single VM is neither related nor affected by the performance of any other VM;
• the number of machines in the physical layer of the cloud is fixed and unchanged during the execution of generated schedules; and
• the scheduler sends the tasks from one batch after another.
Let the time interval [0, T ] be a time horizon of system activity. We assume that at time t = 0 the system receives a batch of tasks from the scheduler. Then the next one, until the last batch. Last batch from comes before deadline time t = T . Let us assume that the scheduler is activated N times during time interval [0, T ], T > 0, at randomly selected moments t 1 , t 2 , ..., t N -'scheduler ticks'. At time t = t 1 , the first batch of the tasks is sent and the scheduler waits until t = t 2 . At t = t 2 , some tasks will be completed and some will be in progress. There will be machines idle, busy with work to end the job, and some finishing their jobs. At t = t 2 , the second batch of tasks is sent to the machines. Let us denote by t sched i the time that is necessary for the scheduler to perform all the activities to obtain the i-th schedule.
Let j from 1 to W (where W -number of tasks) be the task label. Task j may be characterised by workload parameter wl j expressed in Millions of Instructions per second (MIPS). Then the vector [wl 1 , ..., wl W ] is a workload vector for all tasks in the batch.
If we divide workload vector into K categories representing the K different levels task volume, we may build a frequency distribution, [13] , that shows us a summarised grouping of tasks divided into mutually exclusive classes and the number of occurrences in a class. Firstly, we decide about the number of classes. The maximum number of classes may be determined by formula 2 √ W . Secondly, we calculate the range of the data by finding minimum and maximum data value. The range will be used to determine the class width. Thirdly, we decide about width of the class denote by h and obtained by dividing the range by number of classes. The classes taken together have to cover the distance from the lowest value in the workload vector to the highest workload vector value. Finally, we find the frequencies in each class counting how many task belongs to each class. We formulate the frequency distribution by frequencies for all of the classes from the lowest values to the maximal values.
For example for K = 3, we may interpret categories as: low cost tasks, medium cost task, high cost task. The first (from three consecutive values of the frequency vector) coordinate denoted how many task is in the batch that require low cost to be performed.
The proposed model can be characterised as centralized adaptive IBS. Such schedulers can be represented by the vectors of machines or tasks labels where a direct representation of the schedule is used [14] . Let us denote by S the set of all permutations with repetition of the length W over the set of machine labels M . An element s from set S is termed as schedule and it is encoded by the vector s = [i 1 , ..., i W ], where i j from M denotes the number of the machine on which the task labelled by j is executed. The j from 1 to W are the task labels.
B. Non-deterministic ticks of scheduling/monitoring/reporting
Let us assume that the scheduling/monitoring/reporting is activated N times during time interval [0, T ], T > 0, at random points t 1 , t 2 , ..., t N called ticks. Three different models of randomness were proposed to obtain t i for i = 1, 2, .., N :
• discrete uniform distribution on interval [0, T ]: Values are equally probable; every one of N values has equal probability 1/N .
• Binary Blum-Blum-Shub sequence model: As shown in algorithm 1, the sequence of zeros and ones using Blum-Blum-Shub Pseudo-Random Bit Generator (PRBG) is calculated until the N -th ones appeared [18] . Then the interval is divided into K equal parts, where K -number of bits. The each subsequent value in the binary sequence is assigned to consecutive point. If the value zero was assigned to the particular tick -system remains turned off, if the value of one appeared scheduler/monitor/reporter is being turned on. The cryptographic security of the Blum-BlumShub PRBG is based on the quadratic residuosity problem [19] . Both Pseudo-Random Bit Generators [18] are deterministic algorithms which generated binary sequence indistinguishable from a truly-random binary sequence. Therefore, it is impossible for the malicious individual to calculate when the next scheduling/monitoring/reporting will take place and the attack described in [23] is very probable to be revealed and blocked.
Algorithm 1
Binary Blum-Blum-Shub sequence model 1: Generate p and q -two big Blum prime numbers. 2: Calculate n := pq 3: Choose the random seed s s ∈ (1, n − 1), 4: Calculate x 0 := s 2 (mod n) 5: for i ∈ 1 to n do 6:x i := x 2 i−1 (mod n) 7: z i := x i (mod 2)
III. IMPLEMENTATION
The system is implemented using agents which are capable of autonomous actions in a given environment to meet design objectives. Specifically, the schedules are executed in nondeterministic intervals and monitored by dedicated agents. Moreover, the true response time of the nodes, and the time of processing the single task may vary non-deterministically due to the possible failures of the VM, being under denial-ofservice attack, or problems with connection between machines.
In proposed model, the tasks are submitted to selected cloud task providers, from where they are sent to the pool of tasks. Next, the tasks are gathering to the batches. The master agent's inputs are both, batch of tasks and scheduling tick. The master agent is responsible for management of the scheduling process and decides when to get the batch and start scheduling. For the process of implementing of the schedule are responsible cloud task dispatchers, that submit the tasks to the VMs. The second amenability of master agent is the gathering the information from worker nodes agents, and making decisions respecting the their needs.
If the master agent is idle, it has to assume that the environment will not be at the same state, because the worker nodes are still in use. Thence, it has contact the worker agents to gather the information about the environment. This action is taken from time to time due to the very hight cost of the continuous monitoring. The model has assumed that the activities of scheduling, monitoring, and reporting are being performed in the non-deterministic time intervals as the part of one connection.
Agents are assumed to have a set of possible actions, which transform the state of the environment. The architecture is shown in Figure 1 .
The basic model of agents interacting with their environments assumes that the agents starts making decisions in some state of environment. The result of this decision that is the environment can respond with a number of possible states is St = s 1 , s 2 , .... This process has two main features. Firstly, the environment is history dependent. That means, the decisions made earlier by the agent influences the current state. Secondly, the environment is non-deterministic [21] . In this paper the we have proposed:
• a i -action after setting non-deterministic i-th model, for i = 1, 2, 3 (see p. 6.),
• a 4 -action necessary to change between models 6.1-6.3,
• a i -actions necessary to change parameters of models 6.1-6.3, for i = 5, 6, 7, 8,
• s i -value of the chosen objective (2)-(3) for the whole system.
A utility function is defined as a numeric value, representing how 'good' the state is. The role of the agent is then to make such a decisions that maximize utility [21] . In this approach, utility is a function:
which associates a real value with every environment state, and is defined as one of the possible objectives in equations (2)-(3).
The scheduling decisions influence the worker nodes. Additionally, the information from the worker nodes about the performance of the systems affect next Master Agents decision.
Each worker node in equipped with model of an agent responsible for monitoring the node and managing the tasks send to this node.
• a i -action necessary to change between models 6.1-6.4,for i = 1, 2, 3, 4,
• a i -actions necessary to change parameters of models 6.1-6.4, for i = 5, 6, 7, 8,
• a i -actions after the k-th task arrived i = 8 + k, ...,
• s i -value of the chosen objective (2)- (3) for the particular node.
A FastFlow task farm has been selected as the testing environment. The task-farm pattern allows for the replication of a stateless function W (Worker), where each replica receives stream inputs from a dispatcher E (Emitter) and sends outputs to the collector C. The master and worker agents have been deployed as separate services in the form of private functions for workers and FastFlow Emitters.
FastFlow is a structured parallel programming environment written in C++ on top of the POSIX thread library. It provides programmers with predefined and customisable stream parallel patterns-including task-farm and pipeline-and has been successfully employed in clouds [6] .
The implementations of Blum-Blum-Shub Pseudo-random number generator and SHA-2 based Pseudo-random number generator have been programmed via the OpenSSL C++ library [20] . The pseudo-random number generation uniform distributions employs the Random Number Engines and Random Number Distributions for C++. These algorithms are the basis for the ticks generator.
IV. EVALUATION
The empirical evaluation is based on the matrix multiplication problem and the size of the task governed by the magnitude of the matrix. Five types of tasks were considered. The ratio of the tasks size in term of time consumption was: 1, 2, 3, 8, 10, where the size 1 is equal to single node working for T /12 [min] that is 5 minutes. 120, 180 or 240 tasks are grouped into a single batch. Each batch is assumed to be the same, but the single tasks are scheduled using round-robin according to the scheduler policy.
Five types of workers are introduced. For the sake of clearness workers was arranged as follows:
• Very high speed worker A, using 100% of the computational time available in favour of the system;
• High speed worker B, using 90% of the computational time available in favour of the system;
• Moderate speed worker C using 75%;
• Slow speed worker D using 60%;
• Very slow worker E using 50%, according the introduced referential time slice.
This simulation reflects the different worker physical location and the variety of time necessary to connect with the worked, sending the data to be precessed it and gathering the results of calculation. Measures of performance of the system selected were: makespan, see (2) and flowtime, see (3) .
Three types of load have been considered:
• Low: workers remains idle for some amount of given time;
• Moderate: workers are idle for very small amount of the total time;
• High: workers do not get idle at all.
For comparative purposes, a referencing model has also been introduced. In this model, the time interval [0,T ] was divided into p equal parts, where p was assumed to be equal to 12. The batch of tasks is distributed 12 times by the round robin scheduler. It has been presumed during models 6.1 − 6.3 testing that the same number of scheduler switching on (and the number of the system checks and reports) introduced is 12.
Consequently, we have three scenarios: 120, 180 and 240 tasks distributed during time interval [0,T ]. The time load of each batch of task was (according to a very high speed worker computational power, not considering lateness due to communication and other reasons): 5 tasks that lasts (1/5) * (T /12), 5 tasks that lasts (2/5) * (T /12), 5 tasks that lasts (3/5) * (T /12), 5 tasks that lasts (1+3/5) * (T /12), 5 tasks that lasts 2 * (T /12). Each batch has the same size and the workload is constant in order to check the influence of the models 6.1-6.3 into the objectives (2)-(3). For the clarity of the presentation T is assumed as 3600 seconds. Models 6.1-6.3 resulted in different time moments in with the tasks were send to the workers. The utilization of the workers by the models is shown in the Table I. The Uniform model has used the fastest workers significantly more seldom, as they were used by the Referencing Model, BBS, and SHA-2 models. The best resources usage seem to take place in the Referencing Model but BBS and SHA-2 models performed similarly and not worse. Makespan eq(2) value has been examined for different system loads as shown in Table II . The big potential for upgrading the system performance without intervention inside the scheduler is stated. Changing the time of scheduler usage lead to the reduction of the Makespan of the given tasks for all non-deterministic models for low to moderate system load. When the system was very heavy loaded the models seem very close as far as the Makespan of the given tasks. Table III presents the mean Makespan of 12 batches, where all batches are equal in terms of workload. The differences in Makespans comes from the necessity of waiting in the queue for the worker to be available. The test shows that for all models, the mean Makespan is kept at constant level with a non-decreasing standard deviation.
The higher value of standard deviation of Makespan value means that some bottlenecks occurred during the calculation process. The raising standard deviation may be the the signal for the worker agents to start the negotiation with the master agent to switch from one model to another. Alternating the models may help the master agent to choose the most effective one.
For BBS and SHA-2 models it is easy to calculate the schedules more often without the need to run the model again, and the next part of the 0-1 sequence may by used with different frequency. The assumed frequency might be changed from one minute to 0.5 min or any given number of seconds. For the discrete uniform model 6.1 is necessary to prepare new set of random numbers.
The sample distribution of time ticks 'worst case scenarios' (regardless of non-deterministic values, first scheduling is done at the beginning of the process for the system not to remain idle) may be:
• 1 31 40 48 50 25 37 14 24 38 35 51 from the discrete uniform model 6.1, that gives the time of scheduling during time interval length T =60min: 1min, 14min, 24min, 25min, 31min, 37min, 38min, 36min, 40min, 48min, 50min, 51min. It results 4 times of scheduling/monitoring in the first half if the time interval, and 7 times of scheduling/monitoring in the second half if the time interval. This kind of scheduling adversely affects the time of calculation if the batches are so small that workers become idle waiting for the next batch, after finishing all of the tasks from the previous batch. When workers are very loaded, this way of scheduling does not affect the performance of the system much, because during the next scheduling tasks are queued in workers that are still in use.
• 0101111111001001101: 12-ths 'one' as 19-ths number inside the sequence of BBS 6.2 model, that gives the time of scheduling during time interval length T =60min: 1min, 3min, 9min, 12min, 15min, 18min, 21min, 24min, 27min, 36min, 45min, 48min, 54min. The assumed frequency in minutes. It results 9 times of scheduling/monitoring in the first half if the time interval, and 4 times of scheduling/monitoring in the second half if the time interval.
• 1111100110110011000000000001: 12-ths 'one' as 28-ths number inside the sequence of SHA-2 6.3 model, that gives the time of scheduling during time interval length T =60min: 1min, 4min, 6min, 8min, 10min, 16min, 18min, 22min, 24min, 30min, 32min, 58min. It results 9 times of scheduling/monitoring in the first half if the time interval, and 3 scheduling times in the second half if the time interval. The phenomenon mentioned above is taking place in the second half of the [0,T] interval.
• the time of scheduling during time interval length T =60 min in the reference deterministic model: 1min, 5min, 10min, 15min, 20min, 25min, 30min, 35min, 40min, 45min, 50min, 55min. It results in 6 times of scheduling/monitoring in the first half if the time interval, and 6 scheduling times in the second half if the time interval.
The sets of numbers presented above are the single execution of the proposed models. For the process of scheduling that lasts much longer, e.g. one month, we will obtain different sets with distinct possible 'gaps' between scheduling/monitoring/reporting moments. The average behaviour of the model after many executions will not depend much on the single realization's imperfection.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The proposed models for modifying the existing schedules policies have proven to be effective. They enable fluent batch calculating without any side effects. The non-deterministic intervals of system monitoring and reporting prevents from timing attacks on the resources. Different moments of sending batches to Virtual Machines enable to improve system speed as far as the Makespan is concerned.
Our case study with corresponding experimental results has demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed solution and the potential to increasing the system effectiveness without changing the scheduler itself.
The proposed models have checked resources consumption smoothness. Makespan of the pool of task was examined, the average time of single batch processing and the bottlenecks occurrence. There are differences accordingly to the system load . The preliminary strategies of master and worker agents have been developed. The proposed multi-agent model enables to negotiate the parameters of the models according to the system state.
The proposed solution is very elastic and may be used for different scheduler types. This approach did ensure proper security of the system. Monitoring and reporting are not possible to predict, because of the fact that they are based on 'safe' random number generator (BBS) or generator working as the random oracle (SHA).
Achievement of the aforementioned objectives open several possibilities for further research in related areas. Thus, the number of additional tests and extensions are planned in the nearest future. One of them is to consider the nonheterogeneous batches of tasks. Based of the knowledge of the length of the next gap between scheduler usage, it is planned to incorporate the master agent changing decision about the enlargement of the batch size. Worker agents are planned to negotiate the smallest gaps when they are recording that idle state occurred.
The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is being tested as the support for the master agent decisions. ANN is simulating the cloud computing environment without running the working nodes. It calculates the estimate results of the different future decision of the master agent, helping it to proceed towards better option.
The project involves the implementation of new nondeterministic models for ticks of scheduling, monitoring and reporting. One of these models can be discrete Poisson distribution. As well as plans to implement new schedulersespecially those based on genetic algorithms. More advanced schedulers will be tested in OpenStack and Amazon AWS environments.
